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Desired Outcomes
• Present SoTeRiA Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA) Research and 
Education
• Further evaluate the use of INL RISA tools 
in SoTeRiA risk analysis projects
• Expand collaborative research opportunities 
between SoTeRiA and INL
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Top five and second to none.
• Top-ranked Graduate Nuclear 
Engineering Program (Academic 
Ranking of World Universities)
• Top-ranked in engineering research 
expenditures (U.S. News)
• First Industry Affiliates Program 
(IAP) for Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA)
• IAP has broad support in the College 
of Engineering
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PRA Education at Illinois:
Major Focus on Nuclear Power Applications 
4
NPRE 461: Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Topics Covered:
• Probability and Statistics for Risk Analysis




• Human Error Modeling
• Risk Importance Ranking
• Data Analytics
• Treatment of Failure Dependencies
NPRE 598: Advanced Risk Analysis
Topics Covered:
• Precursor Analysis
• Common Cause Failures
• Human Reliability Analysis
• Expert Elicitation and Aggregation
• Probabilistic Physics of Failure
• Bayesian Belief Network







SoTeRiA Providing Professional Training in 
Risk Analysis & Management
In March 2015, the SoTeRiA Laboratory developed and presented the U.S.-China Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment Workshop on ‘Risk-Informed Regulation and Safety Culture’ in Shenzhen, China, as part of 
the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology (PUNT) program.
• 72 Participants
• 28 Companies
Mohaghegh Z, Kee E, Pence 
J, Sakurahara T, Miller I, 




and Safety Culture. 




• Department of Energy (DOE) funding for “Systematic Enterprise Risk 
Management by Integrating the RISMC Toolkit and Cost-Benefit 
Analysis” [2017-2020]
• National Science Foundation (NSF) funding for “A Big Data-Theoretic 
Approach to Quantify Organizational Failure Mechanisms in 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment” [2015-2020]
• Industry-Sponsored research for “Risk-Informed Solution for ”Generic 
Safety Issue 191 (GSI-191)” [2013-2017]
• International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Coordinated Research Project 
(CRP) “Taxonomy of Pipe Failure Databases & Spatio-Temporal 
Probabilistic Methodology to Estimate Pipe Failure Rates for Risk-
Informed Analysis in Advanced Water Cooled Reactors”
• AWARE (Accelerating Women And underRepresented Entrepreneurs) POC 
“Developing Methodology and Computational Platform for a Model-
based System Health Prediction Tool” [2017-2018]
• College of Engineering’s Socio-Technical Risk Analysis Industry Affiliates 
Program (SoTeRiA IAP) Seed Funding [2018-2019]
SoTeRiA PRA Research Awarded by 
Government Agencies, Industry & Academia 
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Improving profitability, safety, security, and environmental impact 
with state-of-the-art risk management tools and techniques
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLEGE OF LAW
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• Interface to Make 
Deterministic 
Results Probabilistic
• Integrating Results 
into Existing PRA
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
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Mohaghegh, Z., Kee, E., Reihani, S., Kazemi, R., et al.  “Risk-Informed Resolution of Generic 
Safety Issue 191”, ANS PSA 2013 International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment and Analysis, 2013, https://uofi.box.com/v/GSI191ANS2013
Sande, T.D., Zigler, G.L., Kee, E.J., Letellier, B.C., Grantom, C.R., Mohaghegh, Z., 2012. The 
Benefits of Using a Risk-Informed Approach to Resolving GSI-191, 2012 20th International 
Conference on Nuclear Engineering and the ASME 2012 Power Conference. American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, pp. 725-734, 
http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/data/conferences/asmep/76893/725_1.pdf
Kee, E., Hasenbein, J., Zolan, A., Grissom, P., Reihani, S., Mohaghegh, Z., Yilmaz, F., Letellier, 
B., Moiseytseva, V., Vaghetto, R., 2016. RoverD: Use of Test Data in GSI-191 Risk Assessment. 
Nuclear technology 196, 270-291, https://uofi.box.com/v/ROVERDNT2017
H. Bui, T. Sakurahara, J. Pence, Z. Mohaghegh, and E. Kee, "Integrating Spatio-Temporal 
Simulations with Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants to Resolve Emergent 
Regulatory Standards," Under Review of Reliability Engineering and System Safety.
Integrated PRA (I-PRA) for 
Generic Safety Issue 191 
(GSI-191)
• SoTeRiA’s Application of Integrated 
PRA (I-PRA) for Risk-Informed for 
Generic Safety Issue (GSI-191)
• Sponsor: South Texas Project Nuclear 
Operating Company (STPNOC), 
recipient of the Nuclear Energy 
Institute (NEI) 2018 Top Industry 
Practice (TIP) award
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Integrated PRA (I-PRA) for Fire PRA: 
Motivations
Overestimation of risk due to the excessive conservatism in 
input parameters and modeling assumptions.
1) Fire ignition frequency
2) Fire progression and damage modeling
3) Interaction between fire progression and manual fire 
suppression
4) Circuit failure analysis
5) Post-fire human reliability analysis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Electric Power Research Institute. "KAERI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities 
Volume 1: Summary and Overview (KAERI 1011989 and NUREG/CR-6850)," 2005.
Chapman, J. R. (2014). Seeking Realism in Fire PRA. 12th Probabilistic Safety Assessment & Management Conference (PSAM12).
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) (2013). Industry Support and Use of PRA and Risk-Informed Regulation Letter from A. R. Pietrangelo, NEI to A.M. 
Macfarlane, Chairman, NRC.
U.S. Government Accountability Office (2012). Nuclear Regulatory Commission: Oversight and Status of Implementing a Risk-Informed Approach to Fire 
Safety (GAO-13-8).
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) (2010). Roadmap for Attaining Realism in Fire PRAS. Attachment to letter from B. Bradley, NEI to J. Lai, US NRC.
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SoTeRiA’s Integrated 
PRA (I-PRA) Framework 
for Fire PRA
“Multi-level” integration
• Cable level  
Ø (1), (2), (3): Failure mechanisms
Ø (4): Generate cable damage probabilities
• Component level
Ø (5): Generate component-level 
probabilities
Ø (6): Minimal cutset probabilities with 
consideration of dependency
• System level
Ø (e): Component level to system level
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
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Ø (4): Generate cable damage probabilities
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Ø (5): Generate component-level 
probabilities
Ø (6): Minimal cutset probabilities with 
consideration of dependency
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Ø (e): Component level to system level
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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• Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
Ø CFD-based fire model developed by NIST since 2000 
Ø Numerically solves the transient governing equations for a low-Mach 
number turbulent flow
o Large Eddy Simulation (LES) form of Navier-Stokes equations
Ø Validated by U.S. NRC for fire analysis of NPPs (NUREG-1824)
• Key Performance Measures (KPMs) for fire-induced cable 
damage are predicted: 
Ø Maximum temperature inside the cable jacket (!"#$)
Ø Maximum heat flux at the surface of the cable jacket (%"#$&& )
Fire I-PRA: Fire Progression Model
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
http://soteria.npre.illinois.edu 13
Fire I-PRA Case Study Using a Realistic Nuclear 
Power Plant Scenario
(Motor control center panel fire in a switchgear room)
Cable Tray A:
• Control and power cables associated 
with Component Cooling Water 
(CCW) system Train A
Cable Tray B:
• Control cables of the pressurizer 
Pilot-Operated Relief Valve (PORV),
➢ Causing spurious opening of the PORV 
due to a hot short circuit. 
• Control and power cables associated 
with Essential Cooling Water (ECW) 
system Train A
• A Small-Break Loss of Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) scenario of a representative 
PWR plant induced by a fire in the switchgear room.
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
(I-PRA) with the Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
http://soteria.npre.illinois.edu 14
Fire I-PRA Case Study:
Fire Progression Model Using FDS
• The fire compartment is divided into 
39 zones; each zone is assigned to 
one computational node and the entire 
FDS is run by Message Passing 
Interface (MPI).
Ø A cluster provided by the Illinois 
Campus Cluster Program (ICCP)
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-
Temporal Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," 
Reliability Engineering and System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
• Each zone is discretized into 0.10 m cubic grid cells.
Ø Grid size is justified based on mesh resolution study: three different grid 




T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, 
and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability 
Engineering and System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
Fire I-PRA Fire Progression Model:
Mesh Resolution Study
(1) T (t) & q’’ (t)
• Visual check of the 
time profiles of KPMs 
for each damage 
target (i.e., cable 
trays, cabinet)
• Comparison of 




• D*: Characteristic fire 
diameter, defined by
!∗ = %̇&'()*' +
⁄- .
%̇: HRR of the fire
ρ∞:Ambient density of air 
cp: Specific heat of air
T∞: Ambient temperature 
g: Acceleration of gravity
• Adequate range: 4 < 
D*/δx < 10.
• With the maximum HRR, 
0.15 m grid cells lead to 
D*/δx < 4 in x-direction.
(3) Measure of 
Turbulence Resolution
kres: Resolved kinetic energy
ksgs: Unresolved kinetic 
energy (subgrid scale)
• Pope criterion suggests that 
MTR < 0.2
• Time-averaged MTR 











T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
Fire I-PRA Fire Progression Model:
Mesh Resolution Study
(1) T (t) & q’’ (t)
• Visual check of the 
time profiles of KPMs 
for each damage 
target (i.e., cable 
trays, cabinet)
• Comparison of 
maximum values of 
the KPMs.
http://soteria.npre.illinois.edu 17
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
(3) Measure of 
Turbulence Resolution
kres: Resolved kinetic energy
ksgs: Unresolved kinetic 
energy (subgrid scale)
• Pope criterion suggests that 
MTR < 0.2
• Time-averaged MTR 
between 1200-1210 sec at z 
= 2.5 m













PRA (I-PRA) Framework 
for Fire PRA
“Multi-level” integration
• Cable level  
Ø (1), (2), (3): Failure mechanisms
Ø (4): Generate cable damage probabilities
• Component level
Ø (5): Generate component-level 
probabilities
Ø (6): Minimal cutset probabilities with 
consideration of dependency
• System level
Ø (e): Component level to system level
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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Uncertainty Analyzer: Uncertainty Propagation 
& Cable Damage Probability Estimation
FDS code: !", $"%% = ' (
For each Monte Carlo scenario ) ∈ 1, 2, … , ./ , define an indicator function:
01
2 (|FR = 6 1 , if !1
2 > !:;< or $1
%% 2 > $:;<%%
0 , otherwise









Tasks under Uncertainty Analyzer:
1. Input parameter screening using Morris method
2. Choice of the sampling method
3. Convergence study for sample size
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal Incorporation of Underlying Failure 
Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the Existing 
Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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• Generic uncertainty distributions for input parameters are developed 
based on regulatory document and academic literature.
• No input parameter could be screened out by the Morris method. 
Input parameters Probability distribution
Maximum HRR [kW] Gamma (α = 0.7, β = 216)
Time to maximum HRR [minutes] Uniform (4, 18)
Time duration of max HRR [minutes] Triangular (0, 0, 20)
Time to decay [minutes] Uniform (10, 30)
Thermal conductivity [W/(m K)] Uniform (1.33, 1.95)
Specific heat [kJ/(kg K)] Uniform (0.50, 1.13)
Density [kg/m3] Uniform (2000, 2400)
Thermal conductivity [W/(m K)] Uniform (0.01, 0.60)




Fire I-PRA Case Study: Uncertainty Analyzer
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal Incorporation of 
Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and System Safety, vol. 169, 
pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
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• Using Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS), nS = 50.
• Convergence study using replicated LHS method, nR = 3.
Fire I-PRA Case Study: Uncertainty Analyzer
Convergence Study for Sample Size
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
(1) Empirical cdf
• Visual check of 





• Using Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS), nS = 50.
• Convergence study using replicated LHS method, nR = 3.
(1) Empirical cdf
• Visual check of 




(2) CIs of damage probabilities
• Replicated LHS generates nR random samples of 
probability estimates, p*.
• Bootstrap method is used to generate random 
resamples of p*.
• CIs are constructed by taking 5th and 95th percentiles of 
the random resamples of p*
Targets Prob. (90% CIs)
Cable Tray A 0.89  (0.87, 0.91)
Cable Tray B 0.23  (0.21, 0.25)
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, E. Kee, M. Brandyberry, and S. Rodgers, "An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants," Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety, vol. 169, pp. 242-257, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
Fire I-PRA Case Study: Uncertainty Analyzer
Convergence Study for Sample Size
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SoTeRiA’s Integrated 
PRA (I-PRA) Framework 
for Fire PRA
“Multi-level” integration
• Cable level  
Ø (1), (2), (3): Failure mechanisms
Ø (4): Generate material-level probabilities
• Component level
Ø (5): Generate component-level 
probabilities
Ø (6): Minimal cutset probabilities with 
consideration of dependency
• System level
Ø (e): Component level to system level
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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Fire I-PRA Methodology: 
Treatment of Dependency
• Pr (A•B) ≠ Pr (A)•Pr (B)
• Missing dependency often leads to 
underestimation of plant risk. 
• I-PRA needs to address different 
levels of dependent failures:
1. Cable-level dependency due to fire 
progression (e.g., shared location)
2. Human performance in manual fire 
suppression
3. Minimal cut set (MCS) level
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
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Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 
169, 242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and 
Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment (I-PRA) with the 
Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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Fire I-PRA: Interface between 
Fire Progression & Fire Brigade 
Tatsuya Sakurahara, Zahra Mohaghegh, Seyed Reihani, Ernie Kee, Mark 
Brandyberry, Shawn Rodgers, “An Integrated Methodology for Spatio-Temporal 
Incorporation of Underlying Failure Mechanisms into Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, Reliability Engineering & System Safety, 169, 
242-257 (2018), https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRARESS2018
Sakurahara, T., Mohaghegh, Z., Reihani, S. & Kee, E., “Modeling the Interface of 
Manual Fire Protection Actions with Fire Progression in Fire Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plants”, in the Proceedings of American Nuclear 
Society (ANS) the International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment 
and Analysis (PSA 2017), Pittsburgh, PA , September 2017, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRAManuProtectionPSA2017
• An explicit interface is created between FDS 
and data-driven model of manual fire 
suppression by modifying heat release rate 
(HRR) curve based on the timings of manual 
fire protection (NUREG-2169)
• The resolution and accuracy of time 
information needs to be improved by 
applying model-based approach for manual 
suppression modeling
http://soteria.npre.illinois.edu 27
Fire I-PRA Case Study Using a Realistic Nuclear 
Power Plant Scenario
(Motor control center panel fire in a switchgear room)
Cable Tray A:
• Control and power cables associated 
with Component Cooling Water 
(CCW) system Train A
Cable Tray B:
• Control cables of the pressurizer 
Pilot-Operated Relief Valve (PORV),
➢ Causing spurious opening of the PORV 
due to a hot short circuit. 
• Control and power cables associated 
with Essential Cooling Water (ECW) 
system Train A
• A Small-Break Loss of Coolant Accident (SB-LOCA) scenario of a representative 
PWR plant induced by a fire in the switchgear room.
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
(I-PRA) with the Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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Fire I-PRA Case Study Using a Realistic Scenario: 
Comparison of Three Fire PRA Methodologies









NUREG/CR-6850 1.47E-11 2.70E-8 2.71E-8
Fire I-PRA 7.29E-12 1.34E-8 1.34E-8
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Methodological and Practical Comparison of Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
(I-PRA) with the Existing Fire PRA of Nuclear Power Plants," Nuclear Technology, 2018, https://uofi.box.com/v/FirePRACompareNT2018
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ST-SoTeRiA Applications for Fire PRA: 
Relationship with Fire Detection and Suppression Analysis 
in the Existing Fire PRA
Fig. Detection and suppression event tree (from NUREG/CR-6850 Appendix P). NS – Failure of 
suppression activity; OK – Success of suppression activity
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Electric Power Research Institute. EPRI/NRC-RES Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities
Volume 2: Detailed Methodology (EPRI 1011989 and NUREG/CR-6850). 2005.
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Fire Brigade Emergency Response Phases 
of Nuclear Power Plants: 
Case Study for Switchgear Room 
Bui, H., Pence, J., Reihani, S., Mohaghegh, Z. & Kee, E., “Spatio-Temporal Socio-Technical Risk Analysis Methodology: An Application in Emergency 
Response”, International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis, Pittsburgh, PA, September 2017, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/STSOTERIAERPSA2017
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Agent-based Model for Fire Search
Behavior Rules for the Agent
NetLogo Simulation for Fire Search and Manual Suppression
Decisions Variables Value
Initiate fire search Start time 300 – 1800 (s)
Locate fire
Visibility of fire in smoke Visibility (m)
Sensing heat Temperature (oC)
Select route
Room familiarity Yes/No
Updated memory Memory list
Avoid obstacles Visual ability Visual ability
Change speed
Smoke density Smoke density (1/m)
Movement ability 0.3 – 1.4 (m/s)
Bui, H., Pence, J., Reihani, S., Mohaghegh, Z. & Kee, E., “Spatio-Temporal Socio-Technical 
Risk Analysis Methodology: An Application in Emergency Response”, International Topical 
Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis, Pittsburgh, PA, September 2017, 
https://uofi.box.com/v/STSOTERIAERPSA2017
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SoTeRiA’s Research on 
Advanced Importance Measure Analysis
Sakurahara, T., Mohaghegh, Z., Reihani, S. & Kee, E., "Global Importance 
Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment", in 
Proceedings of the International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment and Analysis (PSA 2017), Pittsburgh, PA (2017). 
https://uofi.box.com/v/GIMPSA2017
Sakurahara, T., Mohaghegh, Z., Reihani, S., Kee, E., "Global Importance 
Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Frameworks," Under Review of Risk Analysis.
Fig. Integrated PRA Framework by SoTeRiA
Ø Designed for ranking basic event 
probabilities (constraints in unit and 
range)
Ø One-at-a-time method (cannot 
account for interactions among 
input parameters)
Ø Local method (cannot account for 
non-linearity)
• Importance Measure (IM) generates the ranking of risk-contributing 
factors in PRA
• Classical IMs are not applicable for the I-PRA framework
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Global IM Case Study: 
Reduced-Order I-PRA for 
GSI-191
Reduced-order CASA solves mass 
conservation equations in the system:
MC: Debris mass in 
the reactor core
Sakurahara, T., Mohaghegh, Z., Reihani, S. & Kee, E., "Global Importance Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment", in 
Proceedings of the International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis (PSA 2017), Pittsburgh, PA (2017). 
https://uofi.box.com/v/GIMPSA2017
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Global Importance Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Frameworks," Under Review of Risk Analysis.
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Global IM Case Study:  
Reduced-Order I-PRA for GSI-191
Ranking Input Parameters S̅i (CDF) 95 % CIs
#1 m: Efficiency per gram of debris accumulation 0.071 (0.062, 0.080)
#2 QS(B): Total ECCS flow of Train B 0.045 (0.044, 0.046)
#3 QS(A): Total ECCS flow of Train A 0.044 (0.043, 0.045)
#4 υ: Fraction of Sheddable Debris 0.013 (0.012, 0.014)
#5 b: Initial efficiency 0.011 (0.010, 0.012)
#6 VP: Initial water volume in containment pool 0.002 (0.002, 0.002)
#6 η: Shedding Rate 0.002 (0.002, 0.002)
#8 MP (0): Initial debris mass in containment pool 0.001 (0.001, 0.001)
#8 δ: Exponential rate constant of the fitted filtration function model. 0.001 (0.001, 0.001)
#8 Mc: Fitting cut point 0.001 (0.001, 0.001)
#11 QS(C): Total ECCS flow of Train C 0.000 (0.000, 0.000)
Sakurahara, T., Mohaghegh, Z., Reihani, S. & Kee, E., "Global Importance Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment", in 
Proceedings of the International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis (PSA 2017), Pittsburgh, PA (2017). 
https://uofi.box.com/v/GIMPSA2017
T. Sakurahara, Z. Mohaghegh, S. Reihani, and E. Kee, "Global Importance Measure Methodology for Integrated Probabilistic Risk Assessment 
Frameworks," Under Review of Risk Analysis.
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Research Motivation
• Organizational factors can either help or hinder safety 
performance 
• Organizational factors have not been explicitly modeled and 
incorporated into existing HRA and PRA
• In 2014, an INPO review of a Nuclear Power Plant’s training 
program revealed that it was ‘risky’…
• Training mechanisms, which influence Training Quality, are not 
modeled nor connected to PRA, therefore, it was not possible to 
determine the contribution of programmatic factors to risk
• It was challenging to identify root causes, address these findings, and 
improve Training Quality based on risk insights
CHALLENGES: 
1. Organizational performance modeling is complex 
2. Organizational data is unstructured
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SoTeRiA’s Leadership in:  
Incorporating Organizational Factors into PRA
(i) Process modeling of how organizations perform, considering 
causal factors with their corresponding level of analysis and 
relational links; 
(ii) Adapting appropriate techniques (i.e., “modeling” and 
“measurement”), capable of capturing complex interactions of 
causal factors within their possible ranges of variability and 
across different levels of analysis
• Mohaghegh, Z., On the theoretical foundations and principles of organizational safety risk analysis. 2007: ProQuest.
• Mohaghegh Z, Mosleh A. Incorporating organizational factors into probabilistic risk assessment of complex socio-technical 
systems: Principles and theoretical foundations. Safety Science. 2009;47(8):1139-58.
• Pence J, Sun Y, Mohaghegh Z, Zhu X, Kee E, Ostroff C. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform for the 
Quantification of Organizational Failure Mechanisms in Probabilistic Risk Assessment. 2017 International Topical Meeting on 
Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis (PSA 2017); 2017; Pittsburgh, PA: American Nuclear Society 
https://uofi.box.com/v/DTORGPSA2017
• Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, Kee E. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational 
Platform to Quantify Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. Under Review of Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety (Under Review). 2018
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Socio-Technical Risk Analysis 
Framework 
● Integration of Programmatic, Structural, & Social Aspects
● Grounded on Organizational Behavior & Performance Theories
● Explicit Recognition of Causal Relationships at Multiple Levels of Analysis 
Mohaghegh, Z., On the theoretical foundations and principles of organizational safety risk analysis. 2007: ProQuest.
Mohaghegh Z, Mosleh A. Incorporating organizational factors into probabilistic risk assessment of complex socio-technical systems: Principles and theoretical foundations. 
Safety Science. 2009;47(8):1139-58. doi: DOI 10.1016/j.ssci.2008.12.008. PubMed PMID: WOS:000267631800011.
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Integrated PRA Approach
Pence J, Sun Y, Mohaghegh Z, Zhu X, Kee E, Ostroff C. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform for the 
Quantification of Organizational Failure Mechanisms in Probabilistic Risk Assessment. 2017 International Topical Meeting on 
Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Analysis (PSA 2017). Pittsburgh, PA: American Nuclear Society; 2017. 
https://uofi.box.com/v/DTORGPSA2017
Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, et al. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform to 
Quantify Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. Reliability Engineering and System Safety (Under Review). 2018.
• Data Analysis
• Modeling Underlying 
Social Failure 
Mechanisms
• Interface to Make 
Deterministic Results 
Probabilistic 
• Integrating Results into 
Existing PRA
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Integrated PRA (I-PRA) 
framework to Quantify 
Organizational Failure 
Mechanisms in Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment 
• Pence, J., Sun, Y., Zhu, X., Mohaghegh, Z., Ostroff, C. & Kee, E. Data-
Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform for the 
Quantification of Organizational Mechanisms in Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment. International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment and Analysis; 2017; Pittsburgh, PA. 
https://uofi.box.com/v/DTORGPSA2017
• Pence, Justin, Tatsuya Sakurahara, Xuefeng Zhu, Zahra Mohaghegh, 
Mehmet Ertem, Cheri Ostroff, and Ernie Kee. "Data-Theoretic 
Methodology and Computational Platform to Quantify Organizational 
Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis." Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety (Under Review) (2018).
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Input Module for 
Organizational PSFs
The Data-Theoretic is an 
approach where “data analytics” 
are guided by “theory." Theory 
enhances the accuracy and 
completeness of “causality” being 
analyzed from data, and helps 
avoid potentially misleading 
results from solely data-oriented 
approaches.
Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, 
et al. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform to 
Quantify Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. 






• Causal modeling in SoTeRiA
• Semi-automated baseline quantification, 
analyst interpretation of generic 
information extracted from articles and 
standards; 
(2) DT-SITE: 
• Automated data extraction and 
inference methods (text mining)
• Quantifying SoTeRiA causal elements 
based on site-specific event databases
• Bayesian updating of the baseline 
quantification established by DT-BASE
• Pence, J., Sakurahara, T., Zhu, X., Mohaghegh, Z., Ertem, M., Ostroff, C., 
& Kee, E. (2018). Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform 
to Quantify Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. 
Reliability Engineering and System Safety (Under Review).
• Pence J, Sun Y, Mohaghegh Z, Zhu X, Kee E, Ostroff C. Data-Theoretic 
Methodology and Computational Platform for the Quantification of 
Organizational Failure Mechanisms in Probabilistic Risk Assessment. 2017 
International Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Safety Assessment and 







T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh
Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, 
et al. Data-Theoretic 
Methodology and 
Computational 





and System Safety 
(Under Review). 2018.
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Developing theoretical causal 
constructs: Training Quality
Pence, J. and Z. Mohaghegh, Data-Theoretic: DT-BASE - Training Quality Causal Model. 2017, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: Illinois Data Bank 
https://doi.org/10.13012/B2IDB-3357538_V3
Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, 
Ertem M, Ostroff C, Kee E. Data-Theoretic 
Methodology and Computational Platform to 
Quantify Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical 
Risk Analysis. Reliability Engineering and System 







This study uses a Fussell-Vesely Importance Measure method for Training Quality
Level of Causality in the 
Training Causal Model Node (Poor Quality = 0) Pr (Training Quality = Poor) FV-IM Ranking
2. Training Program Design 0.02 26.8% 1
1.1. Training Procedure 0.02 25.7% 2
1.1. Instructor Performance 0.02 21.5% 3
1.1.1. Training Sequence 0.03 12.0% 4
1.1.1. Training Method 0.03 12.0% 5
1.1.1. Training Setting 0.03 12.0% 6
1.1.1. Training Content 0.03 12.0% 7
1.1.1. Training Structure 0.03 11.8% 8
1.1.1. Training Media 0.03 11.8% 9
1.1.1. Instructor Training 0.03 11.8% 10
1.1.1. Instructor Knowledge 0.03 11.7% 11
1.1.1. Instructor Time Preparation 0.03 11.7% 12
2.1. Training Records Documentation System 0.03 10.3% 13
2.1. Training Needs Analysis 0.03 9.9% 14
2.1. Instructional Technologist 0.03 6.2% 15
2.1.1. Performance Analysis 0.03 4.3% 16
2.1.1. Training Objectives 0.03 2.9% 17
2.1.1. Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Evaluation 0.03 2.2% 18
2.1.2. Job/Task Analysis 0.03 1.9% 19
2.1.2. Conditions & Standards 0.03 1.8% 20
Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, et al. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform to Quantify 
Organizational Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. Reliability Engineering and System Safety (Under Review). 2018.
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Interpretation of SA Results
• Among all the causal factors, “Program Design,” “Training 
Procedures/Facility,” and “Instructor Performance” are 
identified as the first, second, and third most important factors, 
respectively. 
• From Level 1.1. of the causal model, “Training 
Procedures/Facility” is ranked more important than “Instructor 
Performance,” with a 4% difference.
• In Level 1.1.1 of the causal model, there are small differences 
among the estimated FV-IMs and so the factors are considered at 
the same level of significance.  
• In Level 2.1 of the causal model, among the sub-factors 
influencing the quality of “Program Design,” “Training Records 
Documentation System” and “Training Needs Analysis” are 
identified as more important than “Instructional Technologists.”
Pence J, Sakurahara T, Zhu X, Mohaghegh Z, Ertem M, Ostroff C, et al. Data-Theoretic Methodology and Computational Platform to Quantify Organizational 
Factors in Socio-Technical Risk Analysis. Reliability Engineering and System Safety (Under Review). 2018.
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Interrelated Organizational Outcomes 





Research Supported by the Department of Energy (DOE) on Systematic Enterprise Risk Analysis
https://neup.inl.gov/SiteAssets/FY%202017%20Abstracts/CFA-17-
12614_TechnicalAbstract_2017CFATechnicalAbstract12614.pdf#search=mohaghegh
Pence J, Abolhelm M, Mohaghegh Z, Reihani SA, Ertem M, Kee E. Methodology to Evaluate the Monetary 
Benefit of Probabilistic Risk Assessment by Modeling the Net Value of Risk-Informed Applications at Nuclear 
Power Plants. Reliability Engineering & System Safety. 2018. https://uofi.box.com/v/MONETARYRESS2018
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of PRA: 
Case Study 
• A methodology to evaluate the monetary value of 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
• PRA net value is formulated via Risk-Informed 
Performance-Based Application (RIPBA) value
• The methodology combines causal modeling of 
RIPBAs with Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)
• Decision Tree models of causal scenarios for Risk-
Managed Technical Specifications
• Uncertainty analysis is conducted to generate 
probabilistic estimates of net values
Pence J, Abolhelm M, Mohaghegh Z, Reihani SA, Ertem M, Kee E. Methodology to Evaluate the Monetary Benefit of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment by Modeling the Net Value of Risk-Informed Applications at Nuclear Power Plants. Reliability Engineering & System Safety. 2018. 
https://uofi.box.com/v/MONETARYRESS2018
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Pence J, Abolhelm M, Mohaghegh Z, Reihani SA, Ertem M, Kee E. Methodology to Evaluate the Monetary Benefit of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment by Modeling the Net Value of Risk-Informed Applications at Nuclear Power Plants. Reliability Engineering & System Safety. 2018. 
https://uofi.box.com/v/MONETARYRESS2018
Cost Analysis Model for a 
Risk Application
(Risk Managed Technical 
Specifications (RMTS))
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Monetary Value of PRA
Systematic modeling of RIPBA net value
!"#$%_' = ∑*+,- .*_/_'0 + .#$%_'2 + ∑*+,- .*_/_'2 −∑*+,- 4*_/_'5 − 4#$%6 , (1)
7" !"(9) = ∑'+,; (!"(9) ×(1 + >)?'), (2)
!"$@AB_/ = .$@AB_/0 + .$@AB_/2 − 4$@AB_/5 (3)
7" !"$@AB_/ = !"$@AB_/× ,? ,C2
DE
2 (4)
.$@AB_,0 = F = ∑*+,*+GG F* (5)
Pence J, Abolhelm M, Mohaghegh Z, Reihani SA, Ertem M, Kee E. Methodology to Evaluate the Monetary Benefit of Probabilistic Risk 










• Quantify the 
operational 
benefits of applying 
RMTS
Decision Tree of 
Risk Application 
Usage 
Pence J, Abolhelm M, 
Mohaghegh Z, Reihani
SA, Ertem M, Kee E. 
Methodology to 
Evaluate the Monetary 
Benefit of Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment by 
Modeling the Net Value 
of Risk-Informed 
Applications at Nuclear 
Power Plants. 
Reliability Engineering 





Monetary Value of a 
Risk-Informed 
Application
Expected Operational Benefit Per RMTS: !"#$%_'( $17,386.00
!"#$%_'( Standard Deviation $6,397.40
!"#$%_'( Lower CI Boundary $17,382.00
!"#$%_'( Upper CI Boundary $17,390.00
RMTS Annual Cost: )"#$%_*+ $35,000.00
RMTS Annual Operational Benefit: !"#$%_*( $170,386.00
RMTS Annual Net Value: ,-"#$%_* $138,860.00
PV of RMTS Annual Net Value:  .- ,-"#$%_* $1,470,000.00
RMTS Net-Earning-to-Cost Ratio 3.97
• Annual Operational Benefit is 
Calculated
• Partial validation from industry 
experts of RMTS
• Partial empirical validation from 
NPP financial records
• NPPs that use RIPBAs receive 
operational benefit from PRA, and 
can be reflected as Risk Savings in 
their accounting statements
Distribution of the 
Expected Operational 
Benefit Per RMTS 
Usage !"#$%_'(
Pence J, Abolhelm M, Mohaghegh Z, Reihani SA, Ertem M, Kee E. 
Methodology to Evaluate the Monetary Benefit of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment by Modeling the Net Value of Risk-Informed Applications at 
Nuclear Power Plants. Reliability Engineering & System Safety. 2018. 
https://uofi.box.com/v/MONETARYRESS2018
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